IT Buyback Solutions

IBM solutions to help recover maximum value for your organization’s retired PC and mobile devices

Does your business run a refresh program for employee mobile devices? We know that creating an optimized and sustainable asset recovery strategy is not always easy. Warehousing and inventory carrying costs for retired assets might start to be a burden. Or, you might be working with a disposition provider that may be paying you less than what you feel your assets are worth. Perhaps you are unsure about environmental and data privacy regulations in conjunction with disposal.

IBM Buyback Solutions from IBM Global Asset Recovery Services is a fast and efficient way to transform retired PC products and mobile devices into cash while helping to mitigate your data and financial risk in a secure and environmentally compliant manner.

A proven partner

With more than three decades of experience, we provide best-of-breed processes and intellectual expertise in the area of IT asset recovery. Our teams provide worldwide reach into secondary used equipment markets for competitive pricing, and our ISO-certified remanufacturing and disposal process based on IBM's industry-leading environmental commitment addresses local rules and regulations while helping you maintain data security.
The process is simple
We address your requirements with simple and flexible offerings for quantities as low as 100: tell us what equipment you are retiring and when it will be available. Then receive our quote. We help you plan for execution—once or over time.

As our client, you also get access to a monthly grid with fixed buyback pricing and a web portal with visibility into the end-to-end process, from pickup to payment.

Additional services include data sanitization to complement your own processes, recycling of assets from your shipment that have no market value, arrangement of transportation and logistics to our remanufacturing or recycling sites, and financing of new PCs and mobile devices.

About IBM Global Asset Recovery Services
For decades, IBM Global Asset Recovery Services have helped clients of all sizes—including many of the Fortune Global 100 companies—take advantage of new technologies, better manage their IT lifecycle and engage in more sustainable asset recovery business practices. Operating across 60 countries, we can customize a solution to meet your unique needs and requirements.

For more information
To learn more about Buyback Solutions from IBM Global Asset Recovery Services, visit ibm.com/financing/global-asset-recovery-solutions. To get started, contact us at 1-866-426-4221. For more contact options, visit ibm.com/financing/connect-with-us/